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pecial Education programs have been grappling with the impact of the Coronavirus
Pandemic for over three months, and while the State is looking for ways to move back to
some level of face-to-face learning come September, it is anticipated that the impact of
the pandemic will be felt throughout the balance of calendar 2020 and beyond. Governor Cuomo
originally announced that distance learning would continue throughout the summer, and then
on June 8, 2020 he issued EO 202.37, allowing districts and independent schools providing
special education services (853 schools, 4201 schools, and 4410 schools) to provide in-person
special education services as long as proper safety protocols are out in place. This is a change, as
education was part of Phase IV, which wouldn’t have occurred in many areas of the State until
mid-July and wouldn’t have occurred in New York City until late July/early August. It should
also be noted that the EO does not apply to early intervention services and it is unclear how it
impacts SEIT services provided at a child’s home or other locations (e.g. a school other than an
independent school).
This poses multiple risks to providers:

1. If classrooms open up during the Summer or Fall, they will do so with the need to practice
proper social distancing. This could result in smaller classroom ratios, the need to pivot to a
combination of remote learning and on-site learning, additional CDC requirements for testing,
cleaning, and equipment, and more. This could result in decreased revenue and increased
expenses for many providers.

2. In order to accommodate on-site operations, staffing patterns may need to change, with

programs needing more educational and custodial staff, increased staff trainings, etc. With
the budgetary problems that the State and local governments are having, it is unlikely that
additional funding will be available to help cover these costs.

3. Busing is in shambles, with several major busing companies have already filed for protection

under the bankruptcy code. With the need for social distancing, there will be a need for
increased buses, resulting in increased costs to provide transportation. In addition, it has
been common practice for busing companies to comingle students attending different schools
on buses. Without proper communication between these schools, there would be no way of
knowing if a child from your school was exposed to a child from another school that either has
or was exposed to the virus.

4. Trying to maintain appropriate social distancing with preschoolers and others with special

needs will be a challenge. Programs are going to need to develop ways to work with their
students, through games, materials, lessons, etc. to ensure that proper social distancing is
maintained. Furthermore, programs will need to consider how to control the sharing of toys and
educational materials between students. Will each child have their own packet of materials?
Will there be an aide in the classroom responsible for social distancing and cleaning? Each
program is going to need to assess and determine what works best for them.

5. PPE is already difficult to get. With schools and other businesses re-opening, it will be even
more difficult. Schools will need to stockpile these materials and find a safe way to store these
materials.

It could potentially be beneficial with respect to the provision
of evaluation services, as providers have been having
difficulty providing evaluation services on a remote basis.
Without the ability to perform a large level of evaluations,
many programs will experience low enrollment during the
Fall and it will take some time to ramp up to normal levels.
This will further have a negative impact on provider funding
and operations.
When you ultimately do reopen your doors (whether that is
during the Summer or the Fall), The CDC has established
parameters that programs must follow. Programs need to
become familiar with them and educate their staff with
respect to these regulations. Click here for the CDC
guidelines.
In addition, Chris Treiber, Associate Executive Director
for Children’s Services at the Interagency Council of
Developmental Disabilities Agencies, Inc., developed a
guide “Considerations for the Re-opening of Schools”
that provides a lot of valuable questions and considerations
that providers need to consider as they look to re-open their
facilities.
Finally, the New York State Education Department’s office of
Facilities Planning continues to provide guidance to schools
with respect to safety protocols under COVID.

►If your school has installed, or is considering installing,

sneeze guards in areas where staff and students need
to have face to face contact. Plexiglass does not meet
NYSED or Code standards for fire resistance. As such, the
use of Plexiglass in schools is prohibited. An alternative
plastic known as polycarbonate may be used when the
manufacturer of the product provides test data showing
compliance.

The impact of COVID will be felt for many months to come.
Many programs are discussing the balance of the 2020
school year and when it should end. SED has indicated that,
contrary to what some school districts are saying, the State
has NOT sanctioned early closing of those districts, nor have
they provided guidance if the remote learning provided by
programs will be considered education days, or not (thus
requiring the Governor’s waiver to get programs up to
180 days for the year). SED is aware that some districts are
making such determinations on their own, however, they are
NOT sanctioned to do so. Consequently, SED is trying to
come up with guidance in conjunction with the Governor’s
fiscal staff so that everybody can be on the same page about
what will or will not be allowed and paid for.

On the reimbursement front, SED sent its proposal to the
Division of Budget during April. We are still awaiting
answers. The proposal included, among other things:

►A request to have 1:1 aides reimbursed to programs. As of
now, there is no clarification as to whether programs will
get funded for 1:1 aides or not;

►There is no trend factor proposed for the 2020/21 year.
Rates would remain flat. NYSED did request that if school
districts receive increases to their school aide, that special
education programs get similar increases;

►Continuation of the $8 million Excessive Teacher
Turnover Prevention Program (ETTPP);

►SED

recommended the discontinuance of the
reconciliation process. Starting with the 2020/21 year
and ending with the 2024/25 year, providers would
receive raters each year based off the previous year’s
prospective rate trended forward. At the end of the
5-year period the costs incurred by the program would
be compared to the revenue received, and as long as the
revenue did not exceed the expenses by more than 1%
over the 5-year period, there would be no recoupment of
funds. If surpluses were in excess of 1%, the surpluses
in excess of 1% would be recouped by SED and the new
5-year period starting in 2025/26 would be adjusted by
the underspending.

We understand that everyone is looking to get back to
normal, whatever that will mean. For the last 3 months, there
have been more questions than answers and many of you
have spent countless hours trying to reposition your schools
to adapt to remote learning brought about by the COVID
pause. It hasn’t been easy for you, your staff, your students,
and their families. New York State was not prepared for the
pivot and, unfortunately programs will be left picking up the
pieces. You should all be extremely proud of your ingenuity,
your forward-thinking, and your resiliency in developing
learning plans that continue to make a difference in the
education of the special children you serve. This pivot back
will similarly be challenging, but if this pandemic has taught
me anything, it has shown me that “You Got This!”
Good luck and best wishes!

KEN CERINI, CPA, CFP , FABFA
MANAGING PARTNER
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BACK TO SCHOOL
T

he Coronavirus has caused an extensive burden
on schools in educating and providing related
services to students remotely. Students who do
not have access to technology, due to financial limitations,
or the academic support needed from teachers or aides
have been suffering. Teachers who have trained for inperson classroom settings are disoriented with the switch
to remote, online learning. Regardless, we are pushing
through and staying determined to continue our mission
of providing high-level education to the students we are
entrusted with.
The Hallen School, a school-age special education school
in New Rochelle, has been exhaustively working on
changing its policies for the “new normal” in order to
continue our traditional in-person education once we get
approval to return to a face-to-face learning model. Our
primary concern is protecting our students and staff. We
are hopeful that implementing the following protocols
will be effective. 99% of our student population is from
NYC and the surrounding boroughs. Our plan is to
implement temperature checks at the students’ bus stops.
This will not only make the arrival of students into our

building less complicated and safer but will also protect
the bus driver and the other students on the bus. In terms
of temperature checks for staff, every staff member will
be required to get a temperature check before entering
the building.
Even though every person entering the building has gone
through a temperature check, masks will still be required
for all those on the bus and in the building. As we know,
many individuals are asymptomatic carriers and we
want to be thorough in our procedures for the safety of
everyone involved. In addition, a separate and secluded
area in our building has been designated for anyone who
may show signs of symptoms. This area has a separate
exit to allow for privacy and limited contact with others.
If it is determined that someone has the virus, we will
follow CDC guidelines with respect to quarantine of the
impacted individual and those that have come in contact
with that individual. Our staircases and hallways will be
converted into “one-way streets” in order to limit the
amount of personal contact. In addition, visual markers
will be placed in the gymnasium for social distancing
during gym class.

At the Hallen School, students already eat lunch in their
classrooms, however they were previously getting food
from the cafeteria and returning with it to their classrooms.
With the new protocols, we will be implementing an
online ordering system whereby the students can order
their meals and the food will be delivered to their
classrooms, rather than having masses of students enter
the cafeteria. Our previous hand reader punch clock will
also be replaced with a new facial recognition time clock.
This will continue to lessen the potential contact and
spread of COVID-19.
Our school has also implemented a new cleaning system
that is used in hospitals, nursing homes, and medical
offices. It involves a spray/mister cleaning system where
electrolyzed water produces two cleaning solutions
which are produced in-house. This ensures that the
school always has cleaning supplies which we have
learned are extremely hard to come by during a global
pandemic. Hallen’s custodial staff will continuously
utilize the cleaning system throughout the day to ensure
all surfaces, especially doorknobs, bathrooms, and items
that are regularly touched, are cleaned throughout the day.
In addition, teacher assistants/aides will be responsible
for cleaning educational supplies and materials within the
classroom throughout the day.
In addition, we have begun accumulating PPE equipment
as we anticipated shortages of PPE equipment throughout
the year. It will be very important to maintain proper
inventory levels and ensure that PPE is properly stored
and maintained.
Furthermore, as Hallen has been closed for four months
already, and by September it will be six months, the
school will need to ensure that the water system ( for
cleaning and drinking) is cleaned and sanitized as water

will have been sitting stagnant for an extended period of
time. Hallen will also be reviewing its ventilation and air
purification systems to see if improved ventilation can be
implemented.
The global pandemic has forced educators to be creative
in developing student education plans. Approximately
20% of Hallen’s student population participate in workbased learning at community job sites. Different skills are
learned in the community such as inventory, janitorial,
and clerical skills. Thinking into the future, we are
creating work-based learning programs incorporating
technology. The students can implement the processing
of online cafeteria orders, monitor the educational library,
and control the inventory of our school store all by using
technology and web-based programs.
Chrome books or tablets will be provided to every student
in order to facilitate learning. Schools can amend or use
their Smart Bond and IDEA grant funds to help cover the
cost of such equipment.
If need be, the high school population can and will
continue remote learning while the younger students
would relocate to the larger classrooms so that social
distancing rules can be followed while they continue
to get the appropriate education. If high-schoolers are
able to come on sight, we will look to keep students in
units so that we can limit interaction and thus lessen the
likelihood and impact of an outbreak within the school.
Nevertheless, as we continue to improve and implement
policies, we are staying strong and using all of our
creativity to help protect students and staff while giving
them the education they had hoped for.

JENNIFER DICOSIMO
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

Jennifer DiCosimo is the Executive Director of the Hallen School,
a school-age special education program in Westchester, NY. She
has successfully negotiated Collective Bargaining Agreements
and has restructured the school by improving and implementing
internal controls and systems. Together with her administrative
team, they have developed a process that she hopes will guide
Hallen and other organizations to safely reopen their schools.

NEW PPP

RULE CHANGES
I

You can operate without having to bring back staff
that is not really necessary at this point to operate
your school. This gives you the ability to cover your
essential costs for a longer period of time. Because
24 weeks is significantly longer than the 2.5 month
loan period, even if you don’t bring back all of your
staff and find yourself in a penalty situation, it may
not impact you at all.

►The regulations extend the loan period from June 30th,
2020, to December 31st, 2020. This is beneficial on
two fronts:
For those providers that haven’t applied for a loan yet,
because they had terminated pretty much all of their
staff and they wouldn’t have benefitted if they had
to get a loan by June 30th, now that businesses are
starting to re-open, it might make sense to apply for
a loan over the next couple months to help get your
feet back under you. While the loan can only be used
to pay core expenses (staff salaries, rent, utilities),
you can use the revenue you generate to catch up on
the bills you couldn’t pay when there was no money
coming in.
The regulations move the safe harbor for rehiring
staff from June 30th to December 31st. As long as
you have the same number or more staff on December
31st as you did as of February 15th, there is no
penalty to your forgiveness, regardless as to when

∆

Consider this; you obtained a PPP loan for $750,000
when your payroll averaged $300,000 per month.
Now your payroll is down to $200,000 per month
because you had to let 1/3 of your staff go. Your
payroll over 24 weeks would be approximately $1.2
million. Add to that $200,000 of utilities and rent,
and your total forgivable loan amount is $1.4 million.
Since you are only employing 2/3 of your staff,
you would lose about $467,000 of your forgivable
expenses, reducing your forgivable expenses to about
$933,000, which is greater than the $750,000 loan
amount … making your full loan forgivable. EasyPeasy, no need to worry about FTE’s, rehiring, or
anything.

∆

►Probably the most important part of the regulations was
extending the forgiveness period from 8 weeks to 24
weeks. Think about it, when you originally applied for
the loan you received funding at 2 ½ months of full
compensation, and the regulations gave you eight weeks
to spend it in order to maximize forgiveness. For many
providers that were tough, because they had already
terminated employees, many of them were collecting
unemployment, which included an extra $600 a week
as a little something extra from Uncle Sam. They didn’t
want to come back, or because of the shut-down, there
was nothing for them to do. That left many providers
scrambling to figure out not just how to spend the

The new regulations increased the amount of the loan
and related forgiveness that can be charged to noncompensation related costs, including rent (real and
personal property), utilities (heat, lights, power, phone,
and internet), and mortgage interest from 25% to
40%. This is very beneficial to those providers that are
operating at lower staff levels and are having a tough
time covering their fixed costs.

∆

So, let’s look at the new regulations that were passed on
Tuesday, June 6th:

money, but also how to meet the complex FTE tests
that existed in the regulations. It also posed a moral
dilemma for many providers as they knew that if they
rehired people, it would only be temporary because
without revenue coming in, they couldn’t really afford
to keep their staff after the PPP funds dried up. The 24week forgiveness period makes it a lot easier to manage.
∆

t’s funny what a difference a few weeks make.
Prior to June 6th, when the forgiveness period
was only eight weeks, we were strategizing with
our clients to try to determine which staff they needed
to bring back to work, considering which base period
would have the least impact on their FTE calculation, and
determining if we should use the cash basis or alternate
method for seeking payroll forgiveness? We were running
simulations and impact studies to find which one who
provide our clients with the highest level of forgiveness
… and then the government did something that rarely
ever happens; they passed new regulations that had a
tremendous positive impact on most providers. So now,
planning isn’t as important as it once was.

they were rehired. Once again, very important for
those providers that are going to need time to ramp
up their staffing.
►For those of you who can’t get your full loan forgiven,
the new regulations give you 5 years to repay the
portion of the loan that is not forgiven as opposed to 2
years. At 1% interest, that provides tremendous benefit
to providers.
►In addition to the new favorable provisions within the
PPP loans, the new regulations open up the payroll tax
deferment to all businesses, including the ones that
received a PPP loan. As a result, you can defer paying
your employer portion of FICA tax (Social Security
and Medicare) incurred from now until December 31st,
2020 until December 31st, 2021 and December 31st,
2022, with 50% of the deferred amount due on each of
those dates.
These new regulations should make it much easier for you
to get a much larger portion of your PPP loan forgiven.
Even so, we are still awaiting regulations from the New
York State Education Department and the Department of
Health to determine how these will need to be treated
when completing your cost reports.
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